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Abstract. We give a calculus for nondeterministic flowchart schemes similar to the calculus of
polynomials. It uses a formal representation of flowchart schemes and a natural equivalence on
these formal representations. The algebraic structure involved is a matrix theory endowed with
an axiomatized repetition.

Introduction
This paper deals with semantics of nondeterministic flowchart algorithms. The
interesting flowchart schemes involve a kind of iteration. Frequently, the behaviours
of such programs are specified by using fixed-point theorems in ordered algebras
(for example in [2,12,13]), formal power series [I], or other devices modeling the
behaviour of a program as a limit of its finite approximations (for example, a
categorical colimit, as in [ 111). We prefer the viewpoint of Elgot [8], namely to find
the pure algebraic structure of flowchart schemes behaviours. For this, axiomatized
operations (particularly, an axiomatized iteration) have to be used.
In a research briefly presented in [18] we have attempted to find calculi for some
types of flowchart schemes that have the calculus of polynomials as a model. In
this second part we shall give such a calculus for nondeterministic flowchart schemes.
The multi-input multi-output flowchart scheme in Fig. 1(a) may be ordered as in
Fig. 1(b), and is represented by

Figure 2 illustrates the meaning of the symbols “O”, “ l
“, and “f”. An (abstract)
jlowchart theory X,Tis a theory of such formal representations of owchart schemes;
it is based on
- a double indexed set X of variables for atomic flowchart schemes;
- a ‘support theory’ T consisting of a family of sets T( m, n), m,
elements are used for connection
a known computatio
one which only redirects the flow of controlj.
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Fig. 1. The standard form of a flowchart scheme.
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Fig. 2. “0” denotes separated sum; “0” denotes composition;

“7” denotes feedback.

The type of T agrees with the type of flowchart schemes we want to consider.
r example, if T has only element; for redirecting flow of control, such a corresponce is as shown in Table 1, In our nondeterministic case, the basic support theory
at of relations.
similar to that of
ebra stvuc for
classes of ‘nat
X,T form the
generated by the double indexed set
(Such a ‘coproduct’ is also used for
construction in [2], namely the coproduct
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Table 1
~~
Elements of T(m, n)

Flowchart schemes modeled
bY Q-

functions
surjective functions
partial functions
relations

total, deterministic
accessible, total, deterministic
partial, deterministic
nondeterministic

of an o-continuous algebraic theory and one freely generated by a ranked set.) my
‘natural’ we mean the following:
(1) The deterministic case corresponds to the physical world: physical processes
have deterministic evolutions; two processes may be considered equivalent if they
evolve in the same way. This shows that two deterministic flowcharts rn2.y be
considered ‘naturally’ equivalent if ‘they have the same set of finite and infinite
computation paths’. (This is Elgot’s strong equivalence; it is generalized to abstract
fiowcharts as the deterministic equivalence “d, cf. [ 191.)
(2) The nondeterministic case corresponds to the living world. Living processes
are based on physical processes, their characteristic feature consisting in the ability
of fixing aims. In view of its aim, a living process can choose between several
variants, or can stop if it feels that it cannot reach its aim and restart trying another
way. Two living processes with the same starting state and the same aim m&y be
considered equivalent if they reach the aim in the same way. This shows that two
nondeterministic flowcharts may be considered ‘naturally’ equivalent if ‘they have
the same set of successful paths’. (Note that it is an open problem whether our
nondeterministic equivalence =nd generalizes this-see Section 9.)
In fact, our calculus for nondeterministic flowcharts is based on the hypothesis
that analytic processes for reaching aims (the passing from future to present) obey
the same laws as physical processes (the passing from present to future). TO be
more specific, we define the dual Jlowchart F” (with n inputs and m outputs) of a
flowchart F (with m inputs and n ouputs) as the flowchart obtained by reversing
the arrows of F. The hypothesis is then formulated in the following way
ypothewis. Nondeterminism = determinism -I-dual determinism.
This means that all valid deterministic laws and the corresponding
to be considered as valid nondeterministic laws.

dual laws are

Exa
e. Consider the widely accepted fact that (behaviours of) deterministic
flowchart schemes form an algebraic theory-in
the sense of Lawvere-i.e.,
a
category in which each mor
m has a unique sourceothesis this yields th
morphism ha; a unique source-splitting into components and a unique targetsplitting into co-components; namely they‘ form a matrix theory, cf. [9, p. 3951.
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Consequently, if the Hypothesis is accepted, then matrix theories are to be considered
as a basic algebraic structure for (noniterative) nondeterministic flowchart schemes;
this agrees with [l, 151.
In Section 1, applying the Hypothesis to our basic algebra for deterministic
flowchart schemes, amely to strong iteration algebraic theory [ 18,191, will yield
our algebra fgr nondeterrmnistic flowchart schemes, called a repetition theory. (In
a very quaint and exciting way, this algebra is closely related to the regular Kleene
algebra, cf. [S]-see Section 8.) Section 2 will give the basic definitions of flowcharts
and in Section 3 we shall define our nondeterministic
equivalence =nd as that
obtained by applying the Hypothesis to the deterministic equivalence ir [ 18,191.
In Sections 4,5 and 6 the support theory is supposed to obey a technical condition
(‘with intersection’). The main technical result is the characterization theorem for
=nd given in Section 4 (and Appendix A); in Section 5 we shall prove that the
classes of =nd’ equivalent flowcharts over a repetition theory; with intersection form
a repetition theory; and in Section 5 we shall prove a universality property. These
show that, for a wide class of repetition theories (including all repetition theories
ID), our calculus is similar to the calculus of polynomials. An application (Section 7), some connections with related algebraic structures (Section 8), and
some conclusions (Section 9) will conclude the paper.

petition theories

flowchart
In this section we shall introduce our algebra for nondeterministiz
schemes. It is obtained by applying the Hypothesis in the Introduction to our
algebra for deterministic flowchart schemes, namely to strong iteration algebraic
theory [18,19].
First, (cf. Introduction) the Hypothesis applied to an algebraic :heory yields a
matrix theory. It is known (cf. [9, Corollary 10.21) that a mc7!rk theory can
equivalently be presented as a theory of (finite) matrices over a scziring (cf. [ 141;
a semiring A is a commutative monoid with respect to addition with neutral element
0, a monoid with respect to multiplication with neutral element 1, with multiplication
distributing over addition and such that a 0 = 0 a = 0 for each a E A). The free
matrix theory is that of matrices over the set of natural numbers N. An idempotent
matrix theory is a matrix theory over a semiring in which 1+ 1= 1. The free
idempotent matrix theory is that of matrices over the Boolean semiring (0, 1).
Second, iteration ’ : T( m, m + n) + T( m, n) for m, n E INused in a (strong) iteration
theory T is replaced by a ‘selfdual’ operation * : T( n, n) + T( n, n) for n E N, which
intuitively means to repeat nondeterministically
the application of a morphism zero
or more times. ( comparison between repetition * and iteration ’ will be made in
Section 8.) Some axioms for repetition are listed below (there “+” stands for ordinary
l

l
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(RI)

A*=AA*+l,,

for AC T(n, n);

(R2)

(A+B)*=(A*B)*A*,

for

(R3)

A(BA)* = (AB)*A,

forAET(m,n)andBET(n,m);

(R4)

if Ap = pB, tkn A*p = pB*,

for A E T(m, m), BE T(n, n)
and p an (m x n)-matrix over N.

A, BE T(n, n);

Some subcases of (R4) are of interest, namely when p is a particular (0, I}-matrix.
These are listed in Table 2, where p-* denotes the transpose of the matrix p. me
axioms satisfied by iteration in a strong iteration theory can be rewritten in terms
of * as (Rl), (R2), (R3), (R4f). @Iore about this rewriting may be found in Section
8.) By the Hypothesis, the dual axioms of (Rl)-(R3), (R4f) also have to be considered
as valid axioms for this nondeterministic case. (R3) is selfdual and, under (R3), the
axioms (Rl), (R2) are selfdual, too. The dual of (R4f) is (R4f -I).
Table 2.
Restriction
Notation

.

p = function

p = surjection

p = bijection

p-’ = function

p-l = surjection:

( RW

(R4d

(R4b)

(R4f-‘)

(R~s-‘)

These lead to our basic algebra (i.e., repetition theory) defined as follows.
Definition 1.1. A prerepetition theory T is a matrix theory in which a repetition
* : T(n, n) + T( n, n) for n E N is given. A repetition theory Ss a prerepetition theory
in whkh the axioms (Rl), (R2), (R3), (R4f), and (R4f-‘) hold.
Basic example (semantical theories for nondeterministic sowchart schemes, cJ:
[18]). Fix a set of memory states, D say, and consider the set
MI, I) consisting
of all relations over D. The theory RelD of matrices over
MI, I), endowed with
the usual operations (addition = union of relations, multiplication = composition of
relations and A*=1.+A+A2+9 for A E RelD( n, n)), is a repetition theory.
l

Another example (more genera2 example). The theory of matrices over a normal
Kleene algebra (cf. [ 5, p. 341) is a repetition theory.
In order to compare this algebra with that used in the first version of this paper
[20] (also in [ 1S]), we prove that, under a ‘divisibility’ condition, (R4) is equivalent
to (R4f) & (R4f-I).
A monoid (denoted additive) is said divisible if xi ai = Cj 61 implies that there
i, _i
exist e!ements denoted Qi bj SUCK that Ci ai & bj = bj and Cj ai bj = Qi, wkre
vary in finite index sets (in fact, this has to be verified only for index sets with two
elements; the other cases follow); equi
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A semiring ic divisible if its additive monoid is divisible. A (pre)repetition theory
is divisibie if its supporting semiring is divisible.
In the sequel only the following consequence of divisibility will be used.
.2. If A, B are matrices over a divisible semiring S and if a; T are (0,1 )-matrices

such that 8, r represent functions and ACT - UTB, then there exists a matrix Z over
S such that Aa = CPZand 2~ = TB.
roof. Obviously, A, B are square. Suppose that A= (ai,j)i,jEtm3I, B = (bi,j)i,j,l,],
8
represents the function f: [p] + [ml, and T the function g [p] + [n]. The
equality ACT = UTB says that
l

c

SE

g-‘(j)

aj,fts) =

C

b*(r).j

rEf_‘( i)

foriE [mlJ~

bl;

hence, by divisibility, there are elements ai,lqsj & bgtr),j for r Ef-‘( i), s E g-‘(j) such
that

c aif(s) 8Z
r

bgCr),j

= ai,_f(s)

and

C ai_f(s)
s

& bgCr).j = bg(r),j-

Now, 2 = (artrJ,,+, & bg(r),g(s))r,se[p,fulfils Acr = u& and 2~ = rB.

El

roposition 1.3. In a divisible repetition theory (R4) holds.
roof. Every matrix over N, p say, has a decomposition

(0, I}-matrices such that &,
(R4f) and (R4f-I).
Cl

7 represent functions.

p = ur, where ts, T are
By Fact 1.2, (R4) follows from

A semiring is zerosum-free if a + b = 0 implies d = b = 0 (cf. [ 141). A (pre)repetition
theory is zerosum-free if its supporting semiring is zerosum-free.
An easily provable consequence is the following fact.
Let S be a zerosum-free semiring, A, B be matrices over S and p be a matrix
over IV.
(a) If Ap = 0 and p has no rows containing only zeros, then A = 0.
(b) If
pA = 0 and p has no columns containing only zeros, then A = 0.
We conclude this section with rewriting two technical results from the deterministic
case [ 19, Propositions B.l and B.31: Consider a particular case of (R3), namely,
i) which is (R3) applied only to A’s of the form [ 1m 0, J. The first result rewrites
and seems to be well known (the oldest reference we have found
owever, all the proofs known to us (i.e., [S,
.21]) are given in a stronger context, namely
’ Typicaily,

[m] denotes the set { 1,. . . , m}.
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is computed by using the formula

A* =

If(RI), (R2), (R3i), and (R4b) hold in a prerepetition theory T, then

;I*=[

A*+A*BWCA*

[;

case

WC#

A*BW
W

]¶

where W=(CA*B+D)*

holds in T.
Sketch of a direct proof. By using (R3i) and (Rl), first prove the formula for E = 0,

D = 0. Use this and (R4b) for an adequate permutation
A = 0, C = 0. Finally, apply (R2) and these to

Proposition

1.6. A prerepetition theory T in which (Rl),

to prove the formula for

(R2), (R3i), (R~s), and

(RLas-*) hold is a repetition theory.
Sketch of a direct proof. By Proposition

1.5, (F) holds in T. By (R4b) the lower-left
corner in [i t]* equals the upper-right corner in [i :I*. By (P), this gives (R3).
By (P), the axioms (R~s), (R4s-*) imply (R4) for all p = [E 81 such that u or 8
is a surjective function. By (R4b) this covers (R4f), (R4f’).
0

2. Flowchart theories
According to the Introduction, a flowchart theory is a certain FI,, with a suitable
choice of a double indexed set X of variables for atomic flowchart schemes and
with a support theory T for connections. Initially, the support theory is a prerepetition theory, the basic model being the theory of matrices over (0, 1). Since, in a
matrix theory, every morphism equals the matrix of its components, we may restrict
ourselves to the particular case of X having variables only for flowchart schemes
with one input and one exit. In this case, a generic element in x,7+% n) is

.*Ox,) f)f"

F= ((1,0x,@*

l

for f E T( m + k, n + k). We shall frequently use the following, more compact, representation based on f= [ci],
i.e.,
n

Fzm
e

9

where e is the string x1 . . . &.

ere, the A-part gives the visible connections of the flowchart F (exteriJ connections), the D-part gives the nonvisible connections of F (internal connections), the
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&part gives the input from the exterior into the box representing F, and the C-part
gives the outputs from the box representing F to the exterior. (Note that this
representation has some similarities with Conway’s general linear mechanism, cf.
[5, p. 451. Roughly
speaking, the main difference is due to the fact that we use
variables-compare
Conway’s semantics A + BD* C to ours, given in the beginning
of Section 6.)
For example, in this framework, the flowchart from Fig. 1 may be represented as
in Fig. 3, where X; denotes the restriction of the double ranked variable x to its
i-input and j-output. Further, the flowchart for Fig. 3 may be represented as follows:
1
1
2
1
Xl

2

3

x: x;

x:

x;

y: y;

0

0

11,

‘100000000
0000011lL1
I
000000000

000000011
000000000
Xl
2
000000011
x2
Y: 001000000
0 0
Y: -0
x:

2

0

0

Fig. 3.
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The operations in T can be naturally extended to flowcharts. Sum (or union) is
defined by the formula
n

Composition (or sequential composition) is defined by the formula
P

Repetition is defined by the formula

Note that the sum can be obtained from separated sum (or parallel composition)
defined as follows:

by using the formula F+ F’ = [I, l,,](F@ F’)[ ii]. Also note that these definitions
are compatible with those used in the deterministic case (in [ 18,191).

Here we introduce a natural equivalence relation on flowcharts (denoted E,~)
and prove that tke quotient theory FIX.ir/ = ,,.ldpreserves the prerepetition-theory
structure of T.
Our flowchart schemes are protected, i.e., we have access only to their inputs and
e, in order to
outputs. Hence, we allow a flowchart to be c
minimize its vertex number) as far as its in
ing nonaccessible or noncoaccessible parts and folding or unfolding some vertices.
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(e, e’) the set of all (1el x
For e and e’, stricgs over X, let us denote by
1e’l)-matrices (Ye,) over IV (lel stands for the length of e) which preserve letters;
that is,
if yg it 0,

then ei = ej

where, typically, ei stands for the ith letter of e. (Note that if e or e’ is the empty
(e, e’) has exactly one element.) We allow 1e to stand for the identity
string, then
(lel x l&matrix.
Since the theory of matrices over N is the free matrix theory,
may be considered as elements in T; moreover, this embedding
morphisms in
preserves composition.
nition 3.1 (Basic relation +). Two X-flowcharts
n

n
F=

mA
eCE-H

over T

B
D

and

F’=

are in simulation if there exists a y E Rx (e, e’) such that

in such a case, we write F +,, F’ (or F + F’ when y is of no importance).
In the case of flowcharts over (0, l}-matrices
one may think about F *,, F’ as
‘via y, every path in F’ (going from an input) has a corresponding path in F, and
every reverse path in F (going from an output) has a corresponding reverse path
in F’.’ The simulation used in automata theory (Eilenberg’s ‘state-mappings’ [7,
p. 381) takes into account only the first half of this rewriting. Therefore, one should
read F y, F’ as ‘via y, F simulates F’ and (F’)’ simulates F”’ rather than ‘F
simulates F’ via y’, but we prefer the shorter name ‘F and F’ are in simulation via
Y’*
e

simulation and all its particular cases in Table 3 are reflexive and transitive
relations, but (except for 2) not symmetrical. The deterministic equivalence =d is
the congruence generated by -+‘; in the first part of this paper we proved that

(cf. [ 19, Theorem 3.81); in particular, this snows that df and +’ u di (i.e., folding -+
adding) generate the same congruence. Similarly, the codeterministic equivalence is
the congruence relation generated by f-‘*, or equivalently, by s-‘+~ i-‘+.
inistic equizaient = nd is the equivalence relation generated by the union of deterministic and codeterministic equivalences.
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Table 3.
Some particular

simulation

Restriction: y is a matrix
over (0, 1) representing

Notation

y = function

relation

(y-’

is the transpose

Name

Notations and name for
the inverse relation

deterministic
simulation

y = surjective

+

function

s

folding

-

i

y = injective

function

Y

-1

=

adding

-

-

= surjective

counfolding

-

= codeterministic
s-1

-1

simulation

= cofolding

.I ’

.I ’

__*
=

Y = injective function
y = bijective function

= deleting

-

s-1
__*

function

= unfolding

f-1

__,

function

s
i

f-1

Y-’

matrix of y).

codeleting
isomorphism

-

= coadding

To be more specific, we note that F yd F’ iff there exist E; , F2, . . . such that
Ff,F$F,-+-F,-F,-*e

By the above observation

f-1

t-1

f

9-

f-1

F’.

=nd also should be defined as the equivalence generated

bY
s

i

s-1

i-1

-V-V+V+.

Examples. In order to have some intuitive understanding of what =nd means, we
give generic examples for its basic generators *‘, 2, ‘-‘+ and i-‘+.
(i) For folding, note that

iff D,, + D,* = D2, + Dz2; generally, F -+’ F’ means that F’ can be obtained from F
by identifying vertices which have the same label and whose output connections
(i.e., whose corresponding rows in the matrix of F) are equal, after identitication.
(ii) For adding, note that

generally, F --i
vertices.

’ means that F’ can be o

by adding nonaccessible
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{iii) For cofolding, note that

iff Dll + Dzl = D12+ Dz2; generally, F ‘-I*_ F’ means that F’ can be obtained from
F by identifying vertices which have the same label and whose input connections
(i.e., whose corresponding columns in the matrix of F) are equal, after identification.
(iv) For coadding, note that

generally, F ‘-’+ F’ means that F’ can be obtained from F by adding noncoaccessib!e vertices.
(v) Exercise: use Fig. 1 and the ‘decodification’

where e = x1 . . . xk, in order to obtain graphical representations
in (i)-(iv).

of the simulations

An easy computation shows that all the simulation relations are compatible with
sum, composition and repetition (in the sense expressed by the following lemma).
a 3.3. Suppose that F1 %F; and F2 f Fi, for arbitrary u, @E{+, df,
+f-‘, +, etc.}; denote
o1
y’= [ YO
.

4

1

f+, f-‘+,

[ 1
1

and

z’=

0ei

0
z'

Then the following relations hold, whenever the operations make sense:
(i) F,+ F2$ F’,+ F,$ F’,+ FG;
(ii) F, F$ Fi . F2 5 F’, F;;
(iii) Ff F F’,*.
l

l

The equivalence relation End is compatible with sum, composition
and repetition.
.

The proof directly follows from Lemma 3.3.

is proposition

El

shows t at -I-, 0, and * are well defined in

‘ If T is a prerepetition theory, then

X,T/ = nd is a

prerepetition

theory.
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contains=d

and T is a para-iteration theory, by [ 19,
is an algebraic theory. This and the dual result prove the

=nd

irect proof. In & 1,l) the sum is associative with neutral element
0 and the composition is associative with neutral element 1; moreover, F + F’ =
F’+ F, F- (F’+ F”) +‘-l

F+‘+Fa

F’, (F’+F”)+“tF’*

F+F’=F,

Fm()-‘-‘0

and 0 0 F ‘-0.
Hence Fl,,(
is a semiring. Denote by X: the (1 x n)-matrix
e 0”. Further, denote by yl the (n x l)-matrix
(&,k)k, where &,k =
(ski)&. An (m X n)-matrix over Fl,,(l,
1) may be defined as

(Fij ) i,j

=

C

C

Y~*F,*X~*

iE[m] jE[n]

Since

(xy F’
’

Fl,,(
FI,,(

F

isomorphic

m, n )/ = nd k

1, l)/=‘&

S

s-1

-*------)

Yy1i.j

and

with

the

Xy

l

(6j)i.j

set

l

Yl

of all

Z-

l

2

&j,

(m x n)-matrices

over

Since

(Q)i,j + (Fii),j z (Ej + F:j)i,j
I

and
(Q)i,j

’ (FJ/c)j,k A

sum and composition
cation. Cl

’ z($Ej*Fjk)i,k

in Fi,,,/

End are ordinary

matrix addition

and multipli-

On the other hand, we define - -equivaZence as the equivalence relation generated
by I. We conclude this section by pointing to a case in which - = =+
If T is zerosum-free and divisible, then
._
I ’
-_,~-----_,

s-1

S

i

*-*-*I.

Suppose that F’-+,, F”. Using isomorphic representations

for F’, F ’ we may

suppose

and y = [i 81 for a matrix z E x ( el, e2) without rows or columns containing only
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zeros. The simulation says that
[$

~;;ZJ=[z;Zz;Zz;~]

Consequently, B4 = 0 and C, = 0; moreover, by applying Fact 1.4 to :::Oz4= 0 and
DJI z = 0, we obtain Dz4 = 0, D3, = 0. Take

4

,A

F-z

e, _G

1

1e1
0 ’

z’=

[

e2 C,

DL

and

I B21

E-n
A

F’ =

Dz2 ’

z”= [le, O];

it follows that
._

1

’

F’T

F--

F’ i

z

2”

F”.

Let z = zlz2 be a decomposition where zl’ E Rx (e-, e,), z2 E Rx (e-, e,) are (0, l}matrices representing surjective functions (obviously, there is one!). Since D,,z =
zDZ2, by Fact 1.2, there is a matrix 2 such that D, ,zI = z,Z and Zz2 = z3.&. Take
F-=e_[M];

it then follows that
s-1

E’--

p;----

’

F’.

Corollary 3.7.. Zf T is zerosum-free

charasterization

q

and divisible, then - = E,,~.

theorem for the flowchart e

In this section a characterization
will be given, namely

theorem for the nondeterministic

equivalence

nondeterministic equivalence
= (deleting unfolding codeleting counfolding)
(codeleting
counfolding 9 deleting . unfolding)-‘.
l

l

l

l

l

Roughly speaking, this shows that two flowcharts are nondeterministically equivalent
iff, except for nonaccessible and noncoaccessible parts, they can be refined by
ing the counfolding to the same flowc art. (Note that the situation is co
letely Merent from the deterministic case: two flowcharts are deterministically
equivalent iff by folding and deleting they can be reduced to the same flowchart.)
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Technically, the support theory T is supposed to be a prerepetition theory writh
intersection, namely a zerosum-free and ‘uniform’ divisible prerepetition theory; by
‘uniform divisible’ we mean that an operation & : T( 1,l) x T( 1, I) ---, T( 1,l) is given
which fulfils the fol!owing axioms:
(As) x&(y&z)=(x&y)&z;
x&y=y&x;
(C)
(D)
(x+y)
& z=(x&z)+(y&z);
(A)
(x+y)&x=x.
The component-wise extension of ‘2.” to arbitrary T(m, n) is also denoted by &.
(Clearly, uniform divisibility implies divisibility. Question: can every divisible
monoid be made uniform divisible?)

Table 4. Is x - y c y - x?

7 \

i

i-1

5

t

Y

--

s-1
-

9
-

s-I

i

i-1

-

X

deleting
E-yes

O-yes

P-yes

Q-no

R-yes

B-yes

G-no

S-yes

O-yes

T-no

Q-no

D-yes

N-yes

Q-no

R-yes

O--yes

P-yes

A- yes

N-yes

D--yes

unfolding
s
codeleting
i-1
__*
counfolding
s-1

F-no

G--P10

B-yes

C-yes

T-no

Q-no

S-yes

O-yes

H-yes

I-yes

.I-yes

K-yes

C-yes

N-yes

G-no

E-yes

-

L-yes

H-yes

M-yes

J-yes

F-no

D-yes

cofolding
5-1
t

J-yes

K-yes

H-yes

?-yes

G-no

E-yes

1

C-yes

N-yes

M-yes

J-yes

L-yes

H-yes

F-no

D-yes

B-yes

A-yes

folding
-+
addiiqg

coadding
I.- ’

I

(1) By an occurrence of a letter, 2 say, in front of an answer, we mean that this answer directly
follows from Lemma 2 of Appendix A, by duality (i.e., interchange deleting-codeleting
and so on) or
inversion (i.e., x. y c y - x implies y-’ - x-’ s x-l - y-l).
(2) Only the facts in the lower-left triangle (i.e., Lemmas A-M) will be used in the proof of Theorem
4.1.

e. For an arbitrary set D the r
e intersection of relatio
eorem

.l (characterization

n is naturally wit

theorem for the flowchart equivalence).

rf T is Q
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prerepetition theory with intersection, then, in FIX,, the following equalities hold:
nd

i-1

s

i
E

s-1

S-I

i

S

i-l

‘-.-----_).--_).t-_-.‘-~~~.‘.‘.

=c---.~-----3

For a proof of Theorem 4.1, beside the simple commutations
4, we will need the following facts.

pointed out in Table

8 Fe

s-1

i

s-1

i

i

---_,*-~c---.+.

-;

i-1

.1

S

i-1

S

’

(dfi)--4--_*-.

-.+.

Lemma Ge
s-1

S

S

s-1

S

~.tc_t.-*

-;

S-I

VI 9 -

S

l-~---_,-

s-1

s-1

S

-*t_

The proofs of the Lemmas Fe, Ge and A-M (for Table 4) will be given in
Appendix A.
roof of
assuming Lemmas A-M, Fe, Ge. By Lemma 3.6, we have to
prove only the first equality. The correctness of the answers in the lower-left half
of Table 4 directly follows from the Lemmas A-M. Let p be the relation
i

S

-.-f-----P

.-

1

’

s-1

S

S-1

i

i-t

.--3.I.-=-.t.

We know that
FE

nd F’ iff 3n E l$Jwith Fp” F’.

The proof will be concluded if we can prove that p is transitive, i.e., the relations
p it, p 9 ‘c, p -de’, p 9 +‘-‘, p * -_*‘, p 9 d, p ‘%,
and p ‘-I+
are included in
p. All the inclusions, except for p i+, p ‘- and p +’ 1 directly follow from (the
reflexivity of i+, . . . , ‘-’ +- and) the facts in the lower-left half of Table 4. In the
excepted cases we can use Lemmas Fe, Ge to correct the negative answers of F, G
in Table 4; these lemmas give the needed commutations, but add supplementary
terms; since, by Lemmas Ain Table 4, these supplementary terms can be deleting,
in the excepted cases, the inclusions also hold. Cl
l

l

l

l

with respect t

l

l

l

is section wit an example showing t
eterministic equivalence need not be unique (up to an
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Clearly,

On the other hand, F and F’ are minimal, but nonisomorphic

flowcharts.

nd preserves the repetition-theory structure of

5. FI,,Je

In this section we shall show that under the condition ‘wit:1 intersection’, the
axioms for repetition imply themselves for flowcharts.
By Proposition 1.3, (R4) holds in T and, by Corollary 3.7, =nd = -, We shall
prove that (Rl)-(R4) hold in PI,,/-.
The axioms (Rl)-(R3) are directly extensible
to flowcharts. For the last axiom which, in fact, is a rule ‘if Ap - pl3, then . . .’ we
need to know when two flowcharts are --equivalent. The partial answer given by
Theorem 4.1 says th$at - = c- --3 +, and under this condition we can prove that
(R4) implies itself for flowcharts.
l

l

Theorem 5.1. If T is a repetition theory satisfying (R4) and T, X are such that in

-=+*

j-

+, then I$&-

is a repetition theory that satisfies (R4).

Proof. By Theorem 3.5, only the axioms of repetition remain to be proved. We shall

verify them in the simpler, equivalent form given by Proposition
For (Rl), note that the flowchart 1 -t. F. F* is

1.6.

e
e

Now, by using (Rl) in T wc have 1+ Fe F’ +F F*, for y = [ ::I, hence the flowcharts
F*andl+Fm
F*are - -equivalent. Consequently, (Rl) implies itself for flowcharts.
For (R2), set Y= (A+A’)* and 2 = (A*A’)*A*. By (Rl) and (R2) in T, we have
Y = 2 = A* + A*A’Z. The flowchart (F + I;‘)* is
Y

I--

e CY
e’ C’Y
and (F*F’)*F*

is
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Now, (F + F’)* +Y (E* F’)* F*, for

hence these flowcharts are --equivalent. Consequently, under (Rl), the axiom (R2)
implies itself for flowcharts.
For (R3i), take for F a scalar flowchart [+I
(more exactly, only the cases
a = [ 1, O,,,] are necessary). The flowcharts F( F’F)” and (FF’)*F are
a(A’a)*B’
D’+ C’a(A’a)*B’,

a(A’a)*
e’,C’a(A’a)*

r (ad4’)*a

and

(aA’)*aB’
D’+ C(aA’)*aB_’

e’_C(aA’)*a

Hence, F( F’F)* = (FF’)*E Consequently, (R3i) implies itself for flowcharts.
For the last axiom (R4) we have to show that Fp - pF’ implies F*p - pF’*. Using
the hypothesis that - = f- 9+ +, we may suppose that the equivalence F’,‘,- pF’
is given by the following chain of simulations
l

Fp c- F,+
a

b

F; +pF’.
c

This means that

Particularly, this gives Ap = PA’; hence, by (R4) in 7” A*p = PA’*. The above chain
of simulations between Fp and pF’ can be translated into a chain of simulations
between F*p and pF’*, namely
F*-p c- F;p 7 pF;* + pF’*,
a

C

where
P7-,-

l--H
A

e, aC

4

D1

and

FG=

A’

B’c

e: C;

D;

H-4

l

A routine con:paltation based on (a) shows that these are simulations,

indeed.

Cl

Using Theorem 4.1 we obtain the following corollary.
the classes of snd -equivalent X-flowcharts over
theory.
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Here we are in a position to state the main theorem which implies that, (in all
interesting cases, i.e., elD), our calculus for nondeterministic flowcharts is similar
to the calculus of polynomials; more exactly, the classes of =,.,d-equivalent Xflowcharts over a repitition theory with intersection T form the repetition theory
freely generated by adding the Jouble indexed set X to T. Before this proof, we
define the interpretation of flowcharts in arbitrary repetition theories.
As it was seen in the Introduction, a flowchart
n

F=

[+I

mAB
e CD’

where e = x1 . . . &E

x*

andf=[-

A D
“1 E T( m + k, n + k), represents the scheme

For its meaning in a (pre)repetition theory Q, we have to endow Q with the parallel
composition @ given by I@J = [A ,“I, and with the k-right feedback t” given by
[L ;]r” = I+_WK,
f dr L a (k x k)-matrix. Consequently, suppose we have an
interpretation of the .yariables in the (pre)repetition theory Q given by a function
rgx : X + Q( 9y 1j :ind an interpretation of the morphisms of Q by a (pre)repetitiontheory m;@Gsm (PT: T + Q (that is, a family of functions (Pi,., : T( m, n) - Q( m, n)
which preserve the distinguished morphisms 0, 1, the matrix-building and the
operations “a’p9“+“, “*” ); then we define the interpretation q# : Fly,, + Q as
bj
where

p#(Fj = m-(A) + sCT(Bj(~‘X(ej(PT(Djj*~~(ejQ=(cj,

and

Q&(e) = Qx(X,)@

l

l@Q,(x,),

fore=x,...
xk (xi E X). The right-hand side expression shows what can be known
at the outside of the machine that implements the algorithm F, after zero (i.e.,
Q~(A)), one (i.e., (gT(B)&( e)cpT(c)), or more repetitions.
Theorem 6.1. For a repetition theory T, the theo
iX,TI
=nd
has
rhe following
universality property: there exists a function Ix : X -+ x T/ =nd( 1, 1) and a prerepetiSizz -t.k *-Ymorphism IT : T ++ix,T/ = ,,d such that, for every repetition theory Q, for
every funcl; w cpx : X ---, Q( 1, 1) and every repetit ’ theory morphism QT : T + Q, there
exists a unique prerepetition-theory morphism $9A
TISnd + Q such that &CPA=QT
and IXQ^ = QX.
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Proof. Consider the following embeddings
and

of T and X in Flx,T:

IX(x)=

The necessary embeddings in Fix,,/=,,
are IT = !‘! - pr and Ix = IL mpr, where
pr:FIxT 3 FIX,T/~nd is the canonical projection. By using the formula ((Y)above,
the interpretation
(qox, sr) extends itself for flowcharts, i.e., q* : FI,J + Q;
moreover, below, for the sake of simplicity, we shall drop the writing of pT7 cpx and
use the following typical notation: a stands for f&A), b for qP(B), c for
cp;((&+o),
and d for &(e)cpAW.
The first problem is to show that this extension is also good for Flx,T/=nd, i.e.,
all =,,-equivalent
flowcharts have the same interpretation. In fact, it is enough to
prove this for a simulation, i.e., for y or y-’ a function:
if Fy

F’, then p*(F)=rp#(F’).

For this, by definition, the simulation F +Y F’ says that A = A’, By = B’, C = yC’,
and Dy = yD’. Since, for the sorted relation y E JJx (e, e’), we have pP;( e)y = ycpk( e’),
the equality Dy = yD’gives dy = cp’,(e)Dy = cp',(e)yD'=
ycpi(e')D'=
yd'. By applying the axiom (R4f) or (R4f-‘) in Q, this yields d *y = yd’*. Now, it easily follows
that
cp#(F)=a+bd*c=a’+b’d’*c’=cp#(F’).
Clearly, the function qL: FIX,,/ = nds Q, induced by Q*, extends (Pi and (9x, i.e.,
.l*^= <Doand IxpA= cpx.
The second problem is to show that the function gcAis a prerepetition-theory
morphism. For this, we have to show that rp’ preserves the distinguished morphisms
0, 1, the matrix-building, and the aforementioned operations; this will be done by
using the formula for the star of matrices given in Proposition 1.5. Since T contains
all Kl, I}-matrices and these are preserved by (pr = cp#lT, we obtain that (o# preserves
all (0, I}-matrices. Moreover, since every matrix can be obtained by the composition
of a diagonal matrix with two (0, 1}-matrices while preserving composition, it is
enough to prove that p# preserves diagonal-matrix building, namely the paraLe
tion 0. This is easily shown as follows:

=

a+bd*c

=
[

0
a’+ b’d’*c’

0

1

q?(F)&p#(F’).

Now, the preservation
A+B=[l

of choice “+” follows using the equality

‘~3-4~3~)

[I
1

1

.
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is also preserved Lee

Q#(F. F’) = au’+ [b ab’] .[;
= aa’+[b

ab’] -

[“,’

fj’.[y’]
d*cb;d’*].

[y’]

= (a + bd*c) * (a’+ b’d’*c’) = p3#(F) - q*(F’).

Repetition is preserved since, by (R2), (R3), (Rl), and again (R2) we have
~*(F*)=a*+a*b~(d+ca*b)*ca”=a*+a*bd*(ca*bd*)*ca*
=a*(l+bd*cn*(bd*ca*)*)=a*(bd*ca*)*=(a+bd*c)*
= cp”( F)“.
The third problem is to show that the extension

4~~is the unique prerepetitiontheory morphism such that I*^ = (Pi and ZxcpA= cpx. It is enough to note that every
flowchart F has an equivalent representation as
F’:= Z,(A)+ZT(B)(Z’,(e)ZT(D))*Z’,(e)ZT,(C).

Since
(Z’,(e)Z,(D))*=

e

the flowchart F’ is

i-1
A

BB

e0

DD.

eC

00

Now, it is easy to see that F’*Ilr

,pl F; hence F =“d F’ indeed.

Q

We can now state the main result given by Theorem 4.1, Theorem 5.1 and Theorem
6.1. Note that all the above results can easily ;.-eextended to arbitrary double ranked
sets X (we have restricted ourselves to the case X( m, II) = 8 for nt # 1 or n Z i only
to avoid some complications in writing).
As usual with partial structures, T will be called a partial repetition theory if
the repetition-theory operations are partially defined in T. A morphism of partial
repetition theories must preserve definedness and the operations. We say that the
repetition theory T” is the free repetition-theory completion of the partial repetition
theory T if there exists a partial repetition-theory morphism Z : T 3 T” such that,
for every repetition theory T’ and every partial repetition-theory morphism 50: T+ T’,
there exists a unique repetition-theory morphism (PC : T’+ T’ such that cp= Z - ip’.
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I

T-

/

T’

‘PC
By the partial repetition theory obtained by adding the double ranked set X to the
repetition theory T we mean the partial repetition theory given by the family of
disjoint unions ( T( m, n) U X( m, n)},,, and having the operations defined on elements in T only and in xcordance with the corresponding operations in T.
.2. (i) If T is a repetition theory with intersection, then the theory
of the classes of End-equivalent X-flowcharts over T is a repetition theory.
X,T I =nd
(ii) Irf FiX,Tf =nd is a repetition theory, then this is even the free repetition-theory
completion of the partial repetition theory obtained by adding the double ranked set X
to the repetition theory 1:
Corollary 6.3. For every set D and double ranked set X the theory &&&,/=nd is the
*freerepetition-theory completion of the partial repetition theory obtained by adding X

orolla

6.4. The classes of nondeterministically equivalent X-flowcharts over the
theory of (0,1}-matrices form the repetition theory freely generated by the double
ranked set X in the category of repetition theories obeying l* = i.
It remains an open problem, of theoretical interest, to decide whether the condition
‘with intersection’ in our Main Theorem 6.2 can be eliminated.

Consider the following ADA-like program:
P::

n := 1; go (0 OUT;
n := 1; go

to

2;

e

d91
nZO*n:=n+l;
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QT

n=O*n:=l;goto3;
0
when n = O*n:=l;goto4;
end select;
(3))

x;
select
e n*n:=n+l;

o OUT;

Or

ivide n*n:=

n+l;

go to 4;

end select;
(4))

x;
select
when not 2 divide n + n := n + 1; go to OUT;
Or

n := n+l;

go to 3;

Or

whennot2dividen*n:=n+l;goto4;
eed select;
end.

Here, x is a variable procedure.
This program can be represented by the following flowchart over
.t
+

a

X

b

X

e

X

.g

where the involved relations are
b={(k,k+l)lkN\6f+I},

c=I(k~+l)l~~~\w,

d = W, OL

e={(k,

f={(k,k+l)lkE2N},

k+l)lkEN\3N},

g={(k,k+1)1kEtV\2N),

h ={(k, k+1)(kkJ}.

Note that b = e u g, h = f u g = c u d. Hence,
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Consequently,
one:

the given program is nondeterministically

((IN)) select
n := 1; go

to

equivalent to the following

OUT;

n := 1; go to 2;
end select;
42)) x;
select
when not 6 divide n + n := n + 1; go to OUT;
OI

n :=n+l;
end select;

go to 2;

end.
When x is interpreted as a relation p C_IVx N the relation denoted by Q is
Q u a(ph)*pb (cf. Section 6). Some evaluations for P can now be computed and
are shown in Table 5.
Table 5.
X

the associated relation

the relation computed by P

n:=2*n-1
n:=n- 1
null

{(k,2k-1)1k~N}
{(k+1, k)lkEN}

w42k)ln,
kEM
((n, 1) 1n EN} (i.e., a)
{(n, k+l)(ncN,
kEN\.6N!ua

WY k)lkN
-

emies, strong iteration theories and regular algebras
In this section we shall give some connections between our algebra for deterministic flowchart schemes (i.e., strong iteration theories cf. [18,19]), our algebra for
nondeterministic flowchart schemes (i.e., repetition theories, cf. Section l), Kleene
algebras (cf. [S, p. 341) and Salomaa’s axiomatization of the algebra of regular
events (cf. 15,171).
A strong iteration theory is an iteration theory (defined by Bloom, Elgot and
right [3] and axiomatized by I?sik [see lo]) which obeys the functorial dagger
articular axiomatization

(11) f'=ftf+,
1,)

of iteration is:

for fE T(m, m+n);
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(W

cfuLl, Ln>oLJ)+=f ++

forfc

(13)

g(f(g@

l,)Y = (gfS

forf E T(m, n+p),

(14)

if f(p0

lP) = pg, then f’ = pgt

for f c T( m, m +p),
g E T(n, n +p) and a function
P :

T(m, m+m+n);
gc T(n, m);

[ml + bl.

Here ( , ) denotes (binary) tupling.
Let T be a matrix theory, St be the set of all *-operations on T and It be the set
of all ‘-operations on T, satisfying the parameter axiom (IO). Consider the mappings
a:St+
It and b:It ---)St, defined as follows:

[fl
[f

b(t)=[f
g]“‘*’

l,]+
=

[f]*g

for f c T(m, m);
for [f

g]e T(m, m+rr) (such that [f]c

T(m, m)).

Using a routine computation we can prove that
(1) the pair a, b gives an one-to-one correspondence between St and It;
(2) via this correspondence, the axioms (Il)-( 14) are rewritten in terms ot’ * as
(Rl), (R2), (R3), (R4f) respectively; this means that ’ fulfils (11) in T iff a(+)fulfils
(Rl) in T, and so on. (The fact that each axiom of iteration alone is equivalent to
the corresponding axiom of repetition was made clear by Cgzgnescu.)
In a very pleasant, but quaint way repetition theories are strongly connected with
regular Kleene algebras, cf. [5, p. 341. (Recently, Klop has given me this work, but,
unfortunat,tly, I couldn’t find the exact relation, yet.) More precisely, repetition
theories obeying T* = 1 are classical Kleene algebras, i.e., all classical laws (Cl)(C14) (cf. [S, pa _&]) hold in such a repetition theory ((Cl)-(C12) are common
axioms; (C13) is equivalent with l* = 1; and, for (C14), note that, under (R4f), the
conditions (C14, n*) in [S, p:lll]
hold; hence, (C14) follows by [S, Theorem 3,
p. 1111). On the other hand, all theories of matrices over normal Kleene algebras
are repetition theories in which l* = 1 holds. Perhaps, repetition theories obeying
l* = 1 and regular Kleene algebras are the same (this seems to be related to a
conjecture of Conway, see [5, p. 1031).
“) is stronger than
Salomaa’s rule “if X = AX + B and A + I# A then X =
*p = pB*” follows
and A+
our rule (R4). More exactly, “if Ap =
herwise, note that
B*+l)=
by applying Salomaa’s rule to pB* =
Salomaa’s rule is similar to the condition used by Elgot in iterative algebraic theories
in [S] (i.e., the recursive equation x = f(x, 1) has a unique soWion for ideal morphisms) and our strong iteration theories extend these theories.

e

algorithms,

i.e., a repetition

theory.

istic
eter
0th syntactic and semantic models
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type. The given calculus is similar to that of polynomials, namely it naturally puts
together known and unknown computation processes.
However, some important problems are still open. The first one is to decide if
our syntactical nondeterministic equivalence =nd generalizes ‘having the same set
of successful computation paths’. (More exactly, consider the interpretation of
X-flowcharts over (0, 1}-matrices induced by qox(x) = {( w, wx) 1w E X*} in
We conjecture that F =nd F’ iff p*(F) = <p#(F’).)
Another open question is the technical ‘one pointed out in Section 6: can the
condition ‘with intersection’ be eliminated (or weakened) ?
The last open question was pointed out in Section 8: find the exact relation
between repetition theories and regular algebras.
Also, it would be interesting to compare our transformation system to the transformation systems in the beautiful paper of Courcelle [6].

pendix A

Here we give the proofs of Lemmas Fe, Ge in Section 4, and of Lemmas A-M
needed for the answers in the lower-left half of Table 4. The lemmas will be ordered
in the lexicographical order.
The support theory T is supposed to be a prerepetition theory with intersection. In
fact, the zerosum-free condition is used for Lemmas B, Fe, H, J and the divisibility
condition for Lemmas I and K. We only have a proof for Lemma Ge when T is
uniform divisible. The other lemmas hold for arbitrary prerepetition theories.
tion. Fix an (arbitrary)
A

Bk...-

B ,...

c,
.

e1
.

Dll

l

infinite flowchart

l

l

.

Dlk.

:

:

:

ck
.
.
.

Dk,-•-&--.
.
.

.
.
.

l

l

We say that a flowchart F is the standard flowchart
given by e = ei, . e;,, (i, , . . . , i,
distinct indices) if F is the ‘subflowchart’ of F” uniquely determined by e; for
instance, e2es gives the standard flowchart
l

and so on.
i

.

c-

i

i

4-=-=.+-.+*--+_

i

i
.

l

awchart

ma

S

i

i
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S

. f-•ec--et--+.
-

roof. Suppose that F’ ypl+F 1,,t- F”. Using isomorphic representations

of F’, F, F”,

without loss of generality (briefly, w.l.o.g.), we may suppose that
(i) these flowcharts are the standard flowcharts given by e’ = e3e4, e = ele2 and
err= e,;
(ii) y’ = [c; ;J, where y, : e, + e3 is a surjective function, and y” = [l,, 01.
The second simulation gives B2 = 0, Q2 = 0; hence, by the first simulation, we have
lyF3

yI!33 y,t341=[;

:[;*

.
.1
0
0

Since y1 is a surjective function, by Fact 1.4, y, D34= 0 implies D34= 0. Now, take
for F’ the standard flowchart given I by e’= e, and set z’ = [II, 01; it follows that
F’ _i

F’
Z'

._

Lemma

I

&-

F”.

cl

i

._
I ’

Yl

’

i

l ~=t-c--‘+,

-

F) ,,t- F”. W.l.o.g., we may suppose that these flowcharts
flowcharts given by e’ = e,e2e3, e = e,e2 and e”= e,;

Proof. Suppose that F’+$’

are the standard

and y” = [ 1el 01. The two simulations give C3 = 0, D3, = 0, II32 = 0, respectively
= 0. Take for F’ the standard
flowchart given by e’ = ele3 and for z’, z”
B2=0,
a2
the relations
[

L,O
0 0 0
1,

I

[ 10e’1 ;

respectively

it follows that F’ !p+ F’ --$’ F”. 0
._
1 ’

a E. -*-cc=-.

S

-

S

._

I

’

Suppose that F’ --+;I F “yl.+-F”. W.l.o.g., we
(i) these flowcharts are the standard flowc
e” = e,;

Gh.
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(ii) y' = [ 211. The

first

simulation

Stefiinescu

gives C2 = 0,

021

=

0 and the second one gives

Set

and take for z’, T?”the relations
[ y”
0

it

0

1,

1’

3

[ 10” ;

respectively

follows that F’ it+ F’ +Li’ F”.
S-l

mma

*

i

.-+-&+---~----+.

El

s-1

roof. The flowcharts
F=;E]

F’=~[*],

and F”=x[s]

fulfil F’-&,
F,, &+- F”. On the other hand, there is no F’+ F” such that
F’ &-’ F”; thus, for a # Q+ 6,
s-1

(F’, F”)&A•+.
ma
(d,i):

s-1

0

i

l ---_)*+-~-~--+*

i-1
+--*~~-z

i

s-1

i

-;
l

roof. Suppose that F’+T’

2

l

z.

F ,i.* F”. W.l.o.g., we may suppose that

(i) these flowcharts are the standard flowcharts given by e’ = es&?&, e = ele2e3e4
and e” = e, e2;
(ii) e6 is the intersection of the images by y’-’ of e, e2 and e3e4, i.e.,
Yl

y’=

0

10
ere yy*:e2-*

0 0 0
Y2

Y3

0

0

0

Y4

1
9

t?, and yT1*. e, + e6 are surjective functions;

and the relation y” is
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second simulation shows that
first one shows that

3,

&,

013

and

14

335

are zero matrices, and the

Since y3, y4 are total relations, using Fact 1.4 we obtain that Bs = 0, B, = 0, OS6= 0
and D5, = 0; applying one more time Fact 1.4 (yl is a surjective relation) we obtain
Q2= 0. Take for F’, F- the standard flowcharts given by e’ = es respectively by
e-z e, and, <or z’, z”, the relations [ 1, 0 0] respectively [l,, O]; it follows that
s-1
yl
F- A

F’-iF’
2’

2”

F”.

The second part directly follows from the first one by duality and inversion.
Lemma 6. -

s-1

S

*d-g

f---=+.

Cl

s-1

Proof. Clearly, for y’ = [ 1 11,
P _q
y’=[i

!l

and

c
0

c+d

a

0

F=x
xb

0

F’=x[h,,

0

we have F’+tT’ F,,: + F”. Since, for c and d fulfilling c # c + d # d and c # d, there
is no F’ + F’ such that F’ +‘-’ F’, it follows that (F’, F’) ti ‘+ __*‘-I. El
l

s-1
Lemma&.

s-1
Ml

s

s-1

S

s

+*e--~-~-*+;

8

s-1

S

S

s-1

t---+----,c*~+.

Suppose that F’+$’ F,h F”, where:
(i) F’, F, F’ are the standard flowcharts whose vertices are respectively indexed
by iE[n]; (i,j) for iE[n], j+zJ;
and (i,j, k) for iE[n], je[nJ and kE[n’,J;
(ii) with respect to these indices y’ = {(i, (i, j))} and y” = {((i, j, k), (i, j))}.
The second simulation shows that
(0~)

A=A”;

&,,I, = CB ;Is,l,r);

D (W,(v) = CD
r

for

c(i,j)

a11

lC

=

C;(i.j,k),

for all k;
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The first simulation shows that
(p)

B: = B(*,,,9 for all t;

A’=A;
C:=C

D(i,j),(s,t)

D;i,s)=C

C(i,j);

for

all

t*

j

i

We shall construct a flowchart F- such that F’ ‘indices for F- we shall take all the sequences

(0, jo, M, (i, 1, W,

l

l

l

l

d-’

F- and F- +’ F”. As

, C, ni, k,i)), wherek,=k,;

(the label associated with such an index is, for example, the ith letter of e’); the
connections in F- are given by
A-=A;
B-~~%~O,~O),~~~lJl)
,....m?J,,s)) = BLlJ,)

&=

l

l

k B::,&r,, s,;

C~ijo.ko),(i,l,k,),...,(~,~i,k,,i))
= cTijO3ko);
l

D- ~~~,i0,ko~,~~.~,~~~,....~~,~i,~,,i~~,~~~,~~.~~~,~~~l,~~~,...,~~,~~.~,,~~~~

First, we have the simulation

F- +

F”, where the surjection z” is

z”:((i,j,, M, G, 1, h), . . .b-+(kj~, Me
Indeed, using (a), (p) and the axioms (C), (D), and (A) for intersection we obtain
A-

= A”;

c

B~s,rO,r,),(s,l,r,),.-.)

on z”-‘(s.ro,rO)

=

c
rl ,..., r,,, with r,o=ro

R
= ys,l)
=

RI-...&B’
-

$fL*

l

l

&

B~s,l,rl)

(v0,r0)

B;s,,o,ro,&

&

’ ’

&-

l

l

l

l

l

l

&

&

Bys,qi,r,,

&

B(S*“.J

,

)

B:

= B;‘,,fo,ro)*
ko)

On z”-‘(i,j,,

(i.e., for any

with

((i,jo,ko),(i,l,k~),...),((s,ro,ro),(s.l,r~)r...)

c
on z”-’ (s,wd

=

k,, . . . , k,i

c

rl ,..., r,,,$ with rfo=ro

kjo= k,),

we have
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Second, there exists a flowchart, F’ say, such that F’ -is’
z -’ given by
Y’:((i,j,,

F- for the surjection

k(J, (i, 1, k,), . . .)H((i, 1, k,), . . .).

In order to find F’ we note that we can prove that z generates a simulation for F-.
Indeed, on z(((s, 1, I~), . . .)) (’i.e., for any (s, to9 ro) E {(s, 1, rl), . . .}) we have
B~s,to,r~),(s,l.rl),...)
= B;(,,l,r,)a

l

’ & BYs,n.s,r,,SJ ( =

l

constant)

=’ B;(s,l,rl),...);

c

=

D~i..iO,ko),(s,tO,rO)
& C Dyi,j,kj).(s,l,rl)

(i,jo.ko)~{(i,l,k~),...}

c
jai

=

(

C

c
jai

D?i,j.ki),(s,to,ro)

Dri,j,k,),(s,l,rl)

jzl

=’

D;(i,l,k,)

&

’ ’

l

j-S1

,... ),((s,l,r,)

>
&

’ .

l

&

D?i,j.k,),(s.l.r,)

l

l

.

(=COnstant)

,... )-

Moreover, we have to take A’ := A- and
C;(i,l.k,

),...) =’

(iJo,ko)~i,I,k,),...~

C~i,in.ko),(i,l.kl),...)

=

F

‘;(ij,kj)

m

Lastly, let us observe that F’ : .c- F’ for the surjection z’ given by
z’:((i,

1, k,),..

.)-i.
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on

C

z’-‘(s)

=

Di(i,l.k,)

D[,s)

,... ),((s,l,r,) ,...) =

for a:1 k,,

(CC

D;(i,j,kj),(S,l,rl)

>

r~ i

6;&
’ .

’

. . . , kni.

The second part directly follows from the first part by duality and inversion.

Cl

roof. Suppose that F’+i$ F; t- F’. W.l.o.g., we may suppose that
(i) these flowcharts are the standard flowcharts given by e’ = e3e4, e = ele2, and
e”= e,;
(ii) y’ = [Q i2], where y1 : e, + e,, and y’= [I,, 01. The second simulation gives
= 0. Hence, the first one says that
B2 = 0, 012

= 1
A

YG

L ..

..

..

[

. .

B,

0

YA,
.

0

.

.

’

.

Fact 1.4applied to B4y2 = 0 D34y2= 0 for the total relation y, yielus B4 = 0, D34 = 0.
For F’ take the standard flowchart given by e’ = e3 and set z’ = [ 1, 01; it follows
that F’ 1~ F.-i,
F’. Cl

Suppose that F’+
F,+ F’, where
(i) F’, F, F” are the standard flowcharts whose vertices are respectively indexed
by (i,j) for ie[n], je[n:]; &[n]; and (i, k) for &[n], ke[n:!];
(ii) y’:(i,j) -i and y”:(i, k)-i.
The first simulation says that
(a) - A=A’;

B, =C BI,,,;

Ci = C[i,j),

for all j;

S

D,r =‘C D;i,j),(r,s)
S

forall .i

The second simulation gives similar equalities, (p) say.
e shall construct a flowchart F’ such that F”+ F’ +? F”. As indices for F’,
, k)) (and with such an index we associate the ith letter
’ are given by
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y using the equalities from (a) and (p), it easily follows that
F’

& F’
Z'

for the surjections

:

F”
Z"

z’: (( &j), (i, k))*(

ij) and 2”: ((i, j), (i, k))w(i,

roof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma H.
s-1

LemmaK. S‘.-E+=-.

s-1

Fe). q

Cl

S

roof. The proof of this lemma is similar to the second part of the proof of Lemma
3.6. Cl

Proof. Suppose that F’ *be F ,& F”. W.l.o.g., we may suppose that
(i) these flowcharts are the standard flowcharts given by e’ = ele2, e = ele2e3e4
and e” = e, e,;

Particularly, the first simulation says that B4= 0 and D14= 0, and the second
one says that B2 ==0 and Q2 = 0. Take for F’ the standard flowchart given by
e, and, for z’, z’, the relations [l,, 0] respectively [l,, 01; it follows that
F ’ ;,+ F’ + ;,,F”.

c]

._
i
I ’
-+~---+~----,-w.

i-1

i

The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma L.
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